INTRODUCTION
The SDSS-IV Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE, Majewski et al. 2017 ) survey provides detailed chemical abundances of 18 chemical elements for ∼ 10 5 red giant stars across the disk of the Milky Way (MW) . From this extensive data set, maps of the chemical abundance distributions of the disk can be generated. Valuable information about the chemical evolution and star-formation history of the MW disk can be inferred from these maps, as done in the APOGEE "chemical cartography" program (see Hayden et al. 2014 Hayden et al. , 2015 J. Holtzman et al., in prep.) . However, unlike most chemical abundances provided by APOGEE, the abundances of carbon and nitrogen in red giant stars are not necessarily a reflection of the stellar primordial abundance as the observed ratio of these elements can be altered due to stellar evolution, thus complicating the interpretation of C and N abundance maps across the Galaxy.
It has been shown that the atmospheric C-to-N abundance ratio that a star is formed with (often expressed as [C/N]) changes as a star evolves from the main sequence to the red giant branch (see, e.g., Iben 1965; Salaris et al. 2015) . As the star ascends the giant branch, the convective layer extends towards the core where CN-cycle processed material lies. This material is enhanced in N relative to the star's outer layers. The depth of this layer, and therefore how much nitrogenenhanced material is dredged up, depends on the mass of the star. Consequently, the observed [C/N] abundance for a star on the giant branch can indicate the mass of the star, from which an age can be inferred by invoking models for stellar evolution.
This phenomenon has been exploited in the APOGEE sample to show that the α-element enhanced stars in the MW disk are generally older than the disk stars with Solar α-element abundance (Masseron & Gilmore 2015) , although there exist a few α-element enhanced young stars in the Solar Neighborhood (see, e.g., Chiappini et al. 2015 and Martig et al. 2015) . Additionally, Martig et al. (2016b) and Ness et al. (2016) have derived ages for the APOGEE DR12 sample using masses from asteroseismology, showing that there is an age gradient in the geometrically-defined thick disk (Martig et al. 2016a ), indicating that this structure is not uniformly old across all arXiv:1812.05092v1 [astro-ph.GA] 12 Dec 2018
Galactocentric radii.
The prospect of [C/N] abundance as an age indicator opens the possibility for studying [C/N]-metallicity or agemetallicity abundance trends across the MW disk. Simple, closed-box and leaky-box chemical evolution models suggest that the Galactic interstellar medium (ISM) should become more enriched in metals over time as stars/supernovae synthesize metals and expel some fraction of them back to the ISM. This implies that stars born at more recent times from this enriched material should be more metal-rich than stars born at older times. These simple models predict that there should be a correlation between age and metallicity for stars in the MW.
Initially, an age-metallicity relation in the Solar Neighborhood was found through Strömgren photometry of F stars (see, e.g., Twarog 1980; Carlberg et al. 1985) . However, a multitude of chemical abundance studies of sub-giants in the Solar Neighborhood have shown that there is a lack of an age-metallicity relation, with large scatter in age at any given metalliticy (see, e.g., Edvardsson et al. 1993; Bensby et al. 2004; Haywood et al. 2013; Feuillet et al. 2016) . Simulations suggest that an age-metallicity relation can be "smeared" out by radial mixing (see, e.g., Minchev et al. 2013) . Such mixing could be responsible for the metal-rich stars in the Solar Neighborhood that may be older than the more metal-poor stars (see, e.g., Fuhrmann 2008) . In fact, it may be the case that large fractions of stars in the Solar Neighborhood actually migrated in from a different birth location . Feuillet et al. (2018) find that the mean age of Solar Neighborhood stars is youngest near solar metallicity and increases for both sub-solar and super-solar populations.
Radial migration, which changes a star's orbital radius without strongly affecting its eccentricity, could occur through a variety of dynamical mechanisms. Most notably Sellwood & Binney (2002) showed that spiral arm transients could cause a star to change its guiding center radius while remaining on a near circular orbit, and they argued that this radial-mixing mechanism should operate generically in disk galaxies. In their chemical evolution models with radial mixing, Schönrich & Binney (2009a) distinguish between "blurring," overlap of stars in radial zones because of orbital eccentricity, and "churning" that changes guiding center radii. N-body simulations show that churning is an important phenomenon in dynamically realistic disks, though the degree of mixing depends on details such as gas richness, bar formation, and satellite perturbations (e.g., Roškar et al. 2008; Bird et al. 2013; Minchev et al. 2013) . It has also been suggested that radial migration could play a key role in thick-disk formation (e.g., Schönrich & Binney 2009b; Loebman et al. 2011 ). However, Minchev et al. (2013) find it more likely that heating by mergers is responsible for the observed properties of the inner thick disk, which consists of stars born hot in a turbulent gas-rich phase at early times (see also Minchev et al. 2017 Minchev et al. , 2018 .
Two major observational constraints on the extent to which radial migration affected the spatial distributions of the MW stellar populations are the radial variation of the observed metallicity distribution functions (MDFs) and the radial variation of age-metallicity relations. Hayden et al. (2015) invoked a simple radial-migration model to explain the observed MDFs of stars observed by APOGEE across the MW. They found that such a model could explain the negativelyskewed MDF in the inner Galaxy and the positively-skewed MDF for the outer Galaxy. Loebman et al. (2016) were able to match the change in skewness of the APOGEE MDFs with their high-resolution, N-body+smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulation by including a prescription for radial migration.
While attempts have been made to match the observed age-metallicity relation (or lack thereof) of the Solar Neighborhood using simulations with radial migration, there are few observational constraints on the age-metallicity relations across other regions of the Galaxy. Some simulations predict that there should be an increase in the relative number of outward migrators with Galactic radius, which leads to a flattening of the expected age-metallicity anti-correlation with increasing Galactic radius (e.g., Minchev et al. 2014) . As large spectroscopic surveys continue to provide precise chemical abundances for stars across the Galaxy, attempts can be made to quantify radial migration in the MW, which has important implications for understanding galaxy evolution and the observed lack of age-metallicity relations (e.g., Anders et al. 2018; Minchev et al. 2018) .
In this paper we present [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance results from the latest APOGEE data release (DR14) for stars distributed across the MW disk (3 kpc < R < 15 kpc). Similar to previous work, we use the [C/N] abundance of a red giant star as an indicator of its age. This work marks the first time [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance trends of the MW have been presented in this way (individual stars rather than mean abundance/age maps), allowing for an exploration of age-metallicity relations across much of the Galaxy. From these spatially resolved age-metallicity relations, we are able to characterize the near-present day metallicity of the ISM across the Galaxy, as well as analyze how radial migration played a role in shaping these age-metallicity relations. We present and interpret [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance trends rather than converting to age-metallicity space to avoid introducing systematic uncertainties through a [C/N]-age fit. This also allows us to explore other potential interpretations of [C/N] abundance variations across the Galaxy, which would be masked in a study that converts [C/N] to age.
The observations are described in §2. Sample selection and relating the DR14 [C/N] abundance values to mass/age are discussed in §3. We present the [C/N] abundance results in §4 and interpret them in the context of stellar age and Galactic evolution in §5.
OBSERVATIONS, DATA REDUCTION, AND ANALYSIS
The APOGEE survey was part of Sloan Digital Sky Survey III (Eisenstein et al. 2011) , and observed 146,000 stars in the Milky Way galaxy (Majewski et al. 2017 ) from 2011-2014. APOGEE-2 began observations in 2014 as part of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey IV (Blanton et al. 2017 ) and DR14 contains an additional ∼ 100,000 stars (Abolfathi et al. 2018) . The APOGEE instrument is a high-resolution (R ∼ 22,500) near-infrared (1.51-1.70 µm) spectrograph described in detail in Wilson et al. (in prep) . The instrument was connected to the Sloan 2.5m telescope (Gunn et al. 2006 ) and targets were observed according to Zasowski et al. (2013) for APOGEE, and Zasowski et al. (2017) for APOGEE-2.
The APOGEE data are reduced through methods described by Nidever et al. (2015) , and stellar parameters/chemical abundances are extracted using the APOGEE Stellar Parameters and Chemical Abundances Pipeline (ASPCAP, García Pérez et al. 2016). ASPCAP interpolates in a grid of synthetic spectra (Zamora et al. 2015) to find the best fit (through χ 2 minimization) to the observed spectrum by varying T eff , sur-face gravity, microturbulence, metallicity, carbon abundance, nitrogen abundance, and α-element abundance. In this analysis we use results from the 14th data release of SDSS (DR14, Abolfathi et al. 2018 and Holtzman et al. 2018) . Chemical abundances are derived from lines described in Shetrone et al. (2015) . The C and N abundances are derived from features of CO and CN molecules, the data for which come from Pickering (1996) and Sneden et al. (2014) , respectively.
In this work, we only analyze APOGEE MW stars that satisfy the following quality cuts to further ensure reliable parameter/abundance derivation:
• S/N > 80
Uncertainties in the APOGEE chemical abundances are empirically derived by analyzing the abundance scatter in calibration clusters in bins of T eff , [M/H], and S/N. The typical precision of C and N abundances in the parameter space studied in this work is ∼ 0.03-0.05 dex. As described further in §3, we divide the APOGEE sample into two groups along the giant branch. Masses and ages for APOGEE stars analyzed in this work come from Martig et al. (2016b) , who used the APOKASC sample (Pinsonneault et al. 2014) to derive a relation between APOGEE DR12 stellar parameters (of which [M/H] and [C/N] are the primary drivers) and mass/age, which was then applied to the APOGEE DR12 red giant sample, delivering a catalog of ∼ 52,000 APOGEE stars with masses accurate to ∼ 14% and ages accurate to ∼ 40%. In this work, we adopt the Martig et al. (2016b) seismic masses and resultant ages for the ∼ 1,500 stars in the APOKASC sample to demonstrate that DR14 [C/N] traces mass as DR12 [C/N] did. Distances are derived by methods described in Hayden et al. (2014) , and are accurate to ∼ 20%. For the presentations of our abundance results at various radial zones of the Galaxy, we use standard rectangular Galactic coordinates (X,Y,Z) where the sun is placed at 8 kpc.
[C/N] ANALYSIS AND SAMPLE SELECTION
To date, the APOGEE literature works that use [C/N] abundances as mass/age indicators for red giant stars (e.g., (Masseron & Gilmore 2015; Martig et al. 2016b; Ness et al. 2016) have used data from the 12th SDSS data release (DR12, Alam et al. 2015) . In this section, we first verify that the newer DR14 [C/N] Gratton et al. 2000; Masseron et al. 2017; Lagarde et al. 2018; Shetrone et al. in prep) . The extent to which the primordial [C/N] abundance varies across the Galaxy is not well-understood because it necessitates the study of dwarf and/or subgiant stars that have not yet undergone first dredge up. Martig et al. (2016b) showed that APOGEE subgiant stars, when separated by their location in the Galaxy, exhibited similar [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance tracks, suggesting that the primordial [C/N] abundance variation is small (at least within a few kpc of the Sun). Independent studies of nearby solar twins find a small variation of ∼ 0.1 dex in [C/Fe] (see, e.g., Nissen 2015) . This variation is thought to be due to some stars exhibiting deficiencies in refractory elements, potentially a result of planet formation (e.g., Nissen 2015; Spina et al. 2016; Nissen et al. 2017; Bedell et al. 2018) . If this is the reason for [C/Fe] variation, then the [C/N] abundance ratio should not vary, as C and N have similar condensation temperatures (Lodders 2003) . These studies suggest that the [C/N] variation we observe in the APOGEE red giant stars is likely dominated by mass variation across the Galaxy rather than primordial variation. We further explore how primordial variation might affect our interpretations in §5.2. Additionally, the [C/N] abundance ratio of red giant stars may be altered after first dredge up via "extra" metallicitydependent mixing that takes place as a star evolves along the giant branch past the red bump (see, e.g., Gratton et al. 2000; Shetrone et al. in prep) . Lagarde et al. (2018) propose that thermohaline mixing can explain the changing [C/N] abundance as a star evolves further up the red giant branch. There is also some evidence that the [C/N] changes when a lowmass star moves in to the core-helium burning red clump (RC) phase after the helium flash (Masseron et al. 2017) . Additionally, core-helium burning stars on the RC suffer from higher uncertainties in their asteroseismic masses, and may even suffer from [C/N] measurement systematics (see, e.g., Tayar et al. 2017) . Because of these limitations on [C/N] as a mass indicator, we divide the APOGEE sample analyzed in this work into two groups along the red giant branch. The lower red giant branch (LGB) sample contains stars with 2.6 < log(g) < 3.3 and the upper red giant branch (UGB) sample contains stars with 1.0 < log(g) < 2.1. As explained in more detail below, we are more confident that [C/N] traces mass in the LGB sample, but we include the UGB sample because of its more extensive spatial coverage.
The sample divisions are shown in Figure 1 , where we plot DR14 [C/N] as a function of DR14 surface gravity and [Fe/H] for stars in the APOKASC sample. Points are colored by seismic mass provided in Martig et al. (2016b) . Qualitatively, we see that both LGB and UGB samples show a relation between [C/N] and mass, as seen by the color gradient. The lower cut in log(g) of the LGB sample serves to remove the RC stars, which may undergo extra mixing during the helium flash. dex, respectively). The relation is relatively weak from 1.5 < M/M < 2.5, suggesting that [C/N] is not a very precise mass indicator for stars of these masses (see Martig et al. 2016b for an in-depth discussion of the [C/N]-mass precision). However, in §4, where we present the results, we are most interested in comparing stars that are either "young", "intermediate", or "old" in age, which we can obtain from [C/N].
For the UGB sample, the parameter space is less-sampled, with only two stars with log(g) < 1.5 and no stars with M > 1.7 M . Therefore, there is insufficient data to determine whether DR14 [C/N] can be used as a mass indicator for the more luminous red giant stars with log(g) < 1.5. However, because the stars that are found in this parameter space do show a relation between [C/N] and mass, we present the [C/N] results for these stars and accompanying age interpretations, as they are valuable tracers of the Galaxy at distances greater than 3 kpc from the Sun. Future studies of potential mixing mechanisms, as well as additional APOKASC observations, will result in a more concrete understanding of whether the [C/N] abundance of stars on the upper giant branch are indicative of their masses.
Mass to Age
In this work we interpret [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance trends not as mass-[Fe/H] trends, but as age-[Fe/H] trends. The age of a red giant star can be derived from its mass by invoking models of stellar evolution, as was done in Martig et al. (2016b) . In the left panel of Figure 3 , we plot [C/N] vs. Log(Age/Gyr) derived from the seismic masses by Martig et al. (2016b) for the APOKASC LGB sample. This plot verifies the sensitivity of [C/N] abundance to stellar age. However, for Log(Age/Gyr) > 0.3, there appears to be a slight color gradient, such that, at fixed age, the metal-poor stars tend to have higher [C/N] than the metal-rich stars. This is because the metallicity of a red giant star affects its age determination, as a more metal-poor star evolves faster through the main-sequence phase than a more metal-rich star of the same mass. This must be taken into account when interpreting the [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance space as an age-abundance space.
In the right panel of Figure 3 , we plot the [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance space for the APOKASC LGB sample, colored by the age derived by Martig et al. (2016b) from the seismic masses. We divide the sample into a "Young" population, with age < 2.5 Gyr, and an "Old" population with age > 9 Gyr. We bin each sample into 0.1 dex bins of [Fe/H] 
RESULTS
We present the [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance patterns for the MW Galaxy separately for the LGB and UGB sample. We divide the MW into 6 radial bins of 2 kpc each from 3-15 kpc. We also divide the samples according to height above the plane: 0 kpc < |Z| < 0.5 kpc, 0.5 kpc < |Z| < 1.0 kpc, 1.0 kpc < |Z| < 2.0 kpc. In Figures The stars with [Fe/H] > −0.4 and 1 kpc < |Z| < 2 kpc have higher [C/N] values than stars in the plane, indicating that these red giant stars are less massive and thus older, on average, than stars in the plane. There also appears to be a slight gradient in mean age from the inner Galaxy to the outer Galaxy for these stars, as the median [C/N] for stars with [Fe/H] ∼ −0.2 decreases from ∼ −0.05 dex in the 5 kpc < R < 7 kpc bin to ∼ −0.30 dex in the 11 kpc < R < 13 kpc bin. This is qualitatively consistent with the age gradient of ∼ −0.6 Gyr/kpc found for the thick disk by Martig et al. (2016a) using DR12 data, and in line with predictions by Minchev et al. (2015) , who suggest that the thick disk is a result of an inner disk born hot in a turbulent gas-rich phase, along with the flaring of mono-age stellar populations (see also Mackereth et al. 2017) .
The stars that fall in the 1 kpc < |Z| < 2 kpc and 7 kpc < R < 9 kpc bin appear to track the "Old" age line which corresponds to a median age of ∼ 10 Gyr. As has been shown in the APOGEE data by Hayden et al. (2015) , and observed in these data through the coloring of the points, this region of the Galaxy primarily consists of stars enhanced in the α-elements. Age (Gyr) [Fe/H] Age > 9 Gyr Age < 2.5 Gyr 3 kpc < R < 5 kpc 5 kpc < R < 7 kpc 7 kpc < R < 9 kpc 9 kpc < R < 11 kpc 11 kpc < R < 13 kpc 13 kpc < R < 15 kpc The lack of variation is likely due, in part, to the fact that there are relatively few old, high-α stars populating the disk at R > 9 kpc (see Nidever et al. 2014; Hayden et al. 2015) , which exhibited tighter [C/N] dispersion above the plane at the Solar Neighborhood.
Midplane Radial Trends
The median [C/N] in each radial bin is lower for stars in the plane than stars out of the plane by ∼ 0.2 dex, indicating that stars in the plane are generally younger. This is seen in the data through a comparison of the top row of Figure  4 Figure 6 where the [C/N] increases from −0.6 dex to −0.4 dex from 5 kpc to 11 kpc. These trends suggest that at larger Galactic radii (R > 9kpc), the metal-rich stars become older than at smaller radii, and can potentially be older than some of the more metal-poor stars in the same radial bin.
The stars with the lowest [C/N] abundance in each radial bin in the plane (bottom row of Figure 4 ), which likely represent the stars formed in the most recent epoch of star formation in that radial bin, exhibit an apparent anti-correlation between mean [Fe/H] abundance and Galactic radius, indicating there is a negative radial metallicity gradient in the gas participating in star formation in the Galaxy. Additionally, with the exception of the 11 kpc < R < 13 kpc bin, these low- These observations are consistent with MW formation scenarios in which there was a metallicity gradient in the gas participating in star formation across the Galaxy, and this star formation occurs today with gas at one metallicity rather than spanning a range of metallicities. The lack of MDF evolution with [C/N] in the outer Galaxy is likely in part due to the lack of more metal-poor (right-most panel of Figure 7 ), α-enhanced stars that are present at R < 9 kpc (see, e.g., Hayden et al. 2015) . We explore further interpretations in §5.1.
To quantify the metallicity gradient of the low-[C/N] stars, we plot the median [Fe/H] for the stars with lower [C/N] abundances than the "Young" age track as a function of Galactic radius, shown in the left panel of Figure 8 . We fit a line to the medians, weighted by error on the mean, and find that there is a gradient in [Fe/H] of −0.060 ± 0.002 dex/kpc for these young stars from 5-12 kpc. Anders et al. (2017) found a gradient of −0.057 dex/kpc for the CoRoGEE stars with ages less than 1 Gyr and −0.066 dex/kpc for the CoRoGEE stars with ages between 1 and 2 Gyr. The gradient found here is also in good agreement with the Genovali et al. (2014) gradient of −0.06 dex/kpc derived from Cepheid stars. It is considerably steeper than work by Balser et al. (2011) , who find gradients ∼ −0.03-0.04 dex/kpc using metallicities measured from H II regions, but some as high as −0.07 dex/kpc, depending on azimuthal angle. It is also steeper than the gradient found for young planetary nebula by Stanghellini & Haywood (2018) surements from Stanghellini & Haywood (2018) of −0.015 dex/kpc. A flattening of the gradient for older stellar populations is predicted by models of Galaxy evolution in which stars migrate over time (see, e.g., Minchev et al. 2014 ).
UGB Sample
The UGB sample traces larger Galactic distances than the LGB sample. However, as explained in §3, there is a lack of APOKASC stars with log(g) < 2.0 that have seismic masses. Additionally, there are extra-mixing effects that are a function of metallicity and log(g), which can alter the surface [C/N] abundances after the initial, mass-dependent dredge up (see, e.g., Gilroy 1989; Gratton et al. 2000; Lagarde et al. 2017 Lagarde et al. , 2018 . Therefore, it is not clear whether or not the [C/N] abundances for these stars can indicate their age. However, despite these added complications in using [C/N] as a mass indicator, Figure 9 shows that the UGB sample exhibits similar [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance patterns to the LGB sample where they overlap spatially. In these plots, rather than showing age tracks, we over-plot the median [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance pattern from the 7 kpc < R < 9 kpc, |Z| < 0.5 kpc bin in all other bins so that we can compare other regions of the Galaxy to the Solar Neighborhood. In the following sections, we analyze regions of the Galaxy not probed by the LGB sample, as well as highlight instances where the LGB and UGB [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundances diverge.
Vertical Trends
The UGB sample extends to the 3 kpc < R < 5 kpc and 13 kpc < R < 15 kpc bins, which were hardly probed by the LGB sample. Far from the plane (1 kpc < |Z| < 2 kpc), the innermost bin shows a similar 3 kpc < R < 5 kpc 5 kpc < R < 7 kpc 7 kpc < R < 9 kpc 9 kpc < R < 11 kpc 11 kpc < R < 13 kpc 13 kpc < R < 15 kpc |Z| < 0.5 kpc 0.5 kpc < |Z| < 1 kpc Lagarde et al. 2017 and investigated in the APOGEE sample by Shetrone et al. in prep) . Additionally, the range in [C/N] values for the UGB sample above the plane and in the 7 kpc < R < 9 kpc bin is ∼ 0.4 dex, whereas the range for the LGB sample at this same Galactic position is ∼ 0.7 dex. This suggests that extra mixing occurs along the upper giant branch in such a way that reduces the sensitivity of [C/N] to mass.
At R > 11 kpc, which were regions of the Galaxy not sufficiently probed in the LGB sample, the stars above the plane no longer follow the [C/N]-[Fe/H] anti-correlation, and in fact, exhibit somewhat of a [C/N]-[Fe/H] correlation. As shown in Hayden et al. (2015) , and indicated by the coloring of the points in Figure 9 , the α-enhanced stars at [Fe/H] < −0.2 no longer occupy this region of the Galaxy. The stars that populate this region of the Galaxy are likely flared "thin-disk" stars. The solar-α, [Fe/H] < −0.2 stars in the outer Galaxy actually exhibit deficient [C/N] relative to the stars with [Fe/H] > 0.0 in the same bin by ∼ 0.1 dex. This could be an indication that the metal-rich stars in the outer Galaxy are actually older than the more metal-poor stars, a feature that is more pronounced in stars that reside in the plane of the MW and seen in the LGB sample.
Midplane Radial Trends
In the plane, the 5 kpc < R < 7 kpc bin contains a greater fraction of metal-rich, low-[C/N] stars than the innermost 3 kpc < R < 5 kpc bin. This is better shown in Figure 10 where we plot [C/N] distribution functions for the stars with +0.2 < [Fe/H] < +0.4. The distribution in the 5 kpc < R < 7 kpc is double-peaked, with a peak centered around [C/N] = −0.5 that is hardly represented in the 3 kpc < R < 5 kpc bin. If we take [C/N] to indicate age for the UGB stars, this would suggest that the innermost regions of the Galaxy (R < 5 kpc) do not have the youngest stars observed in other regions of the Galaxy (particularly the 5 kpc < R < 7 kpc bin), implying that there has been relatively low star formation in recent times as compared to stars with 5 kpc < R < 9 kpc.
INTERPRETATIONS

Chemical Indication of Radial Migration
Based on some Galaxy simulations (see, e.g., Roškar et al. 2008; Bird et al. 2013; Minchev et al. 2013) , as well as observations of a change in skewness of the MDFs across the Galaxy presented in Hayden et al. (2015) , we expect to see some signature of radial migration in exploring the ages of stellar populations of the MW. Masseron & Gilmore (2015) noticed that there appeared to be a group of supersolar metallicity stars in the APOGEE data with unexpectedly high [C/N]. One explanation for the existence of these metalrich stars is that they actually formed in the inner Galaxy, where higher ISM metallicities were achieved at earlier times as compared to the outer Galaxy. Over time, via dynamical interactions with the bar and spiral arms, these stars migrated to their present location (see, e.g., Minchev et al. 2013; Kordopatis et al. 2015) .
There are two features of radial migration that might manifest themselves in the APOGEE [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance patterns. First, radial migration scatters stars both ways. Because the outer disk is less-dense than the inner disk, the stars that migrate from in-to-out are expected to make a larger fractional contribution to the stellar populations of the outer disk than stars moving out-to-in (see, e.g., Minchev et al. 2014) . Secondly, the older stars will migrate the farthest as they have had more time to migrate. The youngest stars should not have had time to migrate, implying that the metallicity of the youngest stars in a radial bin is a representation of the present-day ISM metallicity in that radial bin. If there are stars more metal- At these metallicities, stars are skewed to younger ages in the inner Galaxy, but skewed to older ages in the outer Galaxy. This suggests that the metal-rich stars in the inner Galaxy that have just formed there dominate over older stars that potentially migrated from further in still, whereas the outer Galaxy only contains old metal-rich stars. These features are both consistent with radial migration.
The next row down in Figure 11 shows the [C/N] distribution of stars with the [Fe/H] of the Solar Neighborhood. In the Solar Neighborhood bin, these stars are not skewed to younger ages. In fact, the distribution peaks at a larger value of [C/N], indicating that the majority of stars with the [Fe/H] of the Solar Neighborhood are actually more of an intermediate age, rather than skewed to younger ages as was the case for the inner Galaxy [Fe/H] . This is qualitatively consistent with Minchev et al. (2014) who find that the majority of stars found in the Solar Neighborhood today were not formed there, with ∼ 60% of the stars arriving from the inner disk. Assuming some of these stars arriving from the inner disk had metallicities similar to the Solar Neighborhood [Fe/H] , this would explain the [C/N] distribution being peaked at larger values. We actually find that the median [C/N] of stars with Solar Neighborhood [Fe/H] peaks at roughly the same place (∼ −0.45) across the entire Galaxy studied here. Similar patterns to the Solar Neighborhood [Fe/H] distributions are observed in the 9 kpc < R < 11 kpc bin (third row of Figure 11) .
The outermost radial bin shows that the metal-rich stars there are all old, but the stars with the metallicity of the outer Galaxy [Fe/H] (bottom row of Figure 11 ) exhibit a range of [C/N] values, suggesting a range of ages. This is consistent with radial migration in that the spread of this bin can be attributed to some intermediate age stars that formed in the next bin over (9 kpc < R < 11 kpc) migrating outwards over time. These stars appear to dominate over longer term migrators that may have come from the inner Galaxy at this lower
This interpretation is all based on the assumption that the present day ISM at a given Galactic bin is as metal-rich as it has ever been, and that it was more metal-poor in the past. This may not be true for the Solar Neighborhood, where chemical evolution may have been slow in the past 4.5 Gyr (see e.g, Chiappini et al. 2003) . Moreover, some chemicalevolution models show that the ISM can quickly evolve to an "equilibrium abundance", at which stars are formed over 6-8 Gyr (see, e.g., Andrews et al. 2017; Weinberg et al. 2017) . This suggests that a spread in [C/N] at the [Fe/H] of a given radial bin is due to stars forming at this equilibrium abundance over several Gyr, rather than a sign of radial migration. Potential migrators would then be stars that are more metalpoor than the [Fe/H] of a given radial bin but younger (e.g., stars with low [C/N] in the [Fe/H] < [Fe/H] panels of the inner Galaxy column in Figure 11 ). However, since these stars would not have had much time to migrate, they would not be able to stray too far from their birth location. Therefore, an equilibrium abundance scenario would have to explain the presence of metal-poor young stars in a radial bin that's been forming stars at a much higher metallicity for several Gyr, like we observe in Figure 11 . 5 kpc < R < 7 kpc 7 kpc < R < 9 kpc 9 kpc < R < 11 kpc 11 kpc < R < 13 kpc In addition to anomalous field stars being present, different star-formation histories of the inner and outer disk might result in variation of the primordial [C/N] abundance. For example, Bensby et al. (2005) found signs of s-process enrichment in the Galactic thin disk around the Solar Neighborhood, which suggests that AGB stars might be important contributors to the formation of these stars. In the inner Galaxy, where the chemical enrichment was more rapid, Type II SNe likely dominated the chemical enrichment without much time for AGB stars to contribute. If the AGB stars contribute additional C and/or N relative to Fe, then the metal-rich stars in the outer Galaxy may simply have been formed with a different primordial [C/N] abundance than the inner Galaxy. Masseron & Gilmore (2015) found that the APOGEE data exhibited in increase in [(C+N)/Fe] with increasing [Fe/H] above solar metallicities, which they attributed to potential AGB enrichment.
In Figure 12 [Fe/H] . This likely rules out both intermediate-mass and low-mass AGB ejecta as the source of this increase, as the timescales for enrichment are too long to contribute to the enrichment of the older stellar populations found in the inner Galaxy. Moreover, AGB yields from Karakas & Lugaro (2016) actually suggest that the solar-metallicity models produce more C and N relative to Fe than the super-solar metallicity models, although more massive AGB stars produce more C and N relative to Fe than less-massive AGB stars. They also note that it is unlikely intermediate-mass AGB stars contributed significantly to the chemical evolution of the MW disk. Henry et al. (2018) calls this into question, noting that they find larger N/O abundance ratios in their observations of PNe than most models predict, but this enhancement does not appear to be a function of metallicity. However, van Zee et al. (1998) 3 kpc < R < 5 kpc 5 kpc < R < 7 kpc 7 kpc < R < 9 kpc 9 kpc < R < 11 kpc 11 kpc < R < 13 kpc 13 kpc < R < 15 kpc and outer Galaxy.
5.3. Two-Infall or Major Merger Metal-rich old stars at the same Galactic radius as metalpoor young stars could, in principle, be a result of two major gas accretion events in the MW's history that were each followed by an epoch of star formation. The first epoch is a vigorous star-formation event spurred by an initial infall of gas that forms the high-α sequence of stars out to some radius. Then, there is a break in star formation followed by the accretion of gas that has been polluted in part by SNe from previous star-formation events (e.g., a "Galactic Fountain", Marasco et al. 2013 ), but also sufficiently diluted by pristine gas such that it is more metal-poor (but still solar-like α-element abundance) than stars that had already formed in the MW. This results in younger stars being more metal-poor than the older metal-rich stars formed at the end of the first major star formation epoch that happen to reside at the same Galactic radius. A decrease of gas-phase metallicity with time can also arise in a chemical-evolution model with outflows, if the outflow efficiency increases with time (see, e.g., Fig. 9 of Weinberg et al. 2017) .
Recent results from Grand et al. (2018) suggest that low-α, low-[Fe/H] stars can form in the outer Galaxy if an initial epoch of star formation is followed by a paucity of star formation which results in a shrinkage of the gaseous disk to a smaller radius than the radius where it previously formed stars. Future accretion of pristine gas then mixes with Type Ia SNe remnant material which could, in principle, then form stars at a lower metallicity than the initial epoch of star formation. Mackereth et al. (2018) similarly find that such a star-formation history can give rise to the observed [α/Fe] bimodality. However, they find that the median [Fe/H] of both the high-α and low-α sequence increases with time, implying that it is migration that causes the observed flattening of the age-metallicity relation in the MW. Studies of the MW disk using the entire suite of APOGEE chemical abundances (which is beyond the scope of this paper) will shed more light on the two-infall scenario, and answer whether this scenario might naturally explain the observed [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance trends, or if significant migration is indeed required.
It is also possible that the old, metal-rich stars that are found throughout the Galactic disk are a result of a major merger of a relatively massive galaxy that was able to enrich its ISM to super-solar metallicities before merging with the MW. However, because these stars are as metal-rich as [Fe/H] ∼ +0.3-+0.4, such a galaxy would likely either have had to have been more massive than the LMC, or had an exotic star formation history such that it was able to enrich its gas to much higher metallicities than would be predicted by its mass based on the observed mass-metallicity relation of galaxies observed today (e.g., Kirby et al. 2013 ). The former scenario would then argue that the MW disk contains a large fraction (10+%) of stars coming from a major merger. The APOGEE LGB sample exhibits significant scatter in [C/N], which we interpret as scatter in age, across all metallicities in all regions of the Galactic disk. Therefore, we conclude that there is no age-metallicity relation in any part of the MW disk explored in this work. The [C/N] dispersion for stars with [Fe/H] > −0.3 increases from 0.13 dex to 0.17 dex from out of the plane to in the plane. The increase is driven by the inclusion of the youngest stars (age < 2.5 Gyr) that are only found in the plane.
Far from the plane (|Z| > 1 kpc), we observe a gradient in the mean [C/N] of stars of −0.04 dex/kpc from 6-12 kpc, implying that the stars far from the plane become younger from inner to outer Galaxy. This is similar to the age gradient of the thick disk found by Martig et al. (2016a) , and consistent with the prediction of Minchev et al. (2015) , who show that such an age gradient in a thick disk is expected if the thick disk is a result of the flaring of mono-age populations. In the plane (|Z| < 0.5 kpc), there is a radial [Fe/H] gradient of the youngest stars of −0.060 dex/kpc, whereas the older stars exhibit a much flatter gradient of −0.016 dex/kpc. Both of these gradients are consistent with what Anders et al. (2017) measured using the CoRoGEE sample. Such a flattening of the [Fe/H] gradient of the disk with time is predicted by Minchev et al. (2013) to be a consequence of radial heating and migration.
The UGB sample, which consists of stars with lower surface gravity that are few in number in the APOKASC catalog, appear to follow [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance trends that are similar to those of the LGB sample. Notable differences are the smaller overall range in [C/N] as well as the [C/N]-[Fe/H] correlation for stars with [Fe/H] < −0.6, which is not observed in the LGB sample. This latter observation is likely due to extra metallicity-dependent mixing that occurs as a star evolves further up the giant branch. We find that the metal-rich stars ([Fe/H] > +0.2) that reside in the 5 kpc < R < 7 kpc bin are much younger, on average, than stars in the 3 kpc < R < 5 kpc bin. This suggests that the inner Galaxy is experiencing relatively little star formation as compared to the rest of the disk, or that the inner disk is dominated by old stars.
In the LGB and UGB sample, we also observe an upturn in the [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance trends in the plane for R > 7 kpc. This upturn is a consequence of the metal-rich stars ([Fe/H] > +0.2) in the outer Galaxy exhibiting larger [C/N] values than more metal-poor stars in the same bin, suggesting they are older. Conversely, these metal-rich stars in the inner Galaxy exhibit a range of ages, but are skewed towards younger ages. It is plausible that radial migration is responsible for the presence of the metal-rich stars in the outer Galaxy that are ∼ 0.3-0.4 dex more metal-rich than the metallicity of the youngest stars in the outer Galaxy. Additionally, the [C/N] distributions of the Solar Neighborhood, which are peaked at intermediate ages across a range of metallicities (including the metallicity of the present-day Solar Neighborhood ISM), suggest that a majority of stars in the Solar Neighborhood formed farther in and migrated outward to the Solar Neighborhood. This is qualitatively consistent with the predicted distribution of birth and final radii from Minchev et al. (2014) .
We have also explored other possible explanations for the observed [C/N]-[Fe/H] abundance trends. The large dispersion in [C/N]/age at fixed metallicity could be a consequence of a Galactic ISM that does not evolve substantially in metallicity over the past ∼ 4-6 Gyr, rather than radial migration. This could explain the large scatter in the ages of stars at solar metallicity in the Solar Neighborhood, but a mechanism like radial migration would still need to be invoked to explain the intermediate age stars that are 0.2-0.3 dex more metal-poor than the young metal-rich stars forming in the inner Galaxy, as well as the old metal-rich stars in the outer Galaxy. We also explore whether the 
